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Two groups stood in the sweltering July sun along High Street Saturday morning. Separated by four lanes of 
buzzing traffic and watched over by officers on horseback and foot, they waved signs and screamed chants. 
   
A clinic is there, one of several places in Columbus, Ohio, where abortions are performed.   
   
Somehow the scene is a throwback to another time. Remember the human blockades of abortion clinics? The 
bombings? The virulent back-and-forth fight that routinely made the evening news in the 1970s through the 
early 1990s?   
   
Then in 1994, Paul Hill, a dedicated Pro-Life activist, gunned down a physician and his bodyguard at a Pensacola, 
Florida abortion clinic. Hill was sentenced to die (and was, in fact, executed last year). Hill?s crime was also a 
line in the sand in the abortion battle. Angry politicians passed tough laws to curb protesters who tried to block 
access to clinics. The legal crackdown persuaded many to migrate from the streets to the legislatures, where 
they've become potent lobbying forces. The street fights quieted.  
   
But the war of words over the rights of women vs. the rights of the unborn has been revitalized this year by the 
indignantly faithful on one side and the ad hoc groups of objectors that form to counter them in each city they 
preach in.  
   
Pro-Life groups call 2004 "The Year of Rebuke."  And, one group, Operation Save America, is taking to the 
streets with their particularly virulent brand of religion. Their Walk Across America began in San Clemente, 
California this summer and is on its way to Washington, D.C., stomping through towns of the West and Midwest 
on the way.  
   
On that sidewalk, in the Clintonville neighborhood, a handsome man in an OSA t-shirt leaned against a phone 
poll, occasionally blowing a mammoth carved-wood horn, its echo a deep rallying call. With his squared, wire-
framed glasses, tanned skin and kind face, he looked like a more causal participant, the source maybe of a 
biting comment or two. Instead, his voice has that quiet cadence of a monk?s and underneath is a hint of the 
fervor of a minister. He speaks of killing centers and lost souls. He is here to save us.  
   
Curtis says his actions have an impact. ?The word of God never falls on deaf ears ? whether people will save this 
city, though, is up to the citizens.? He?s here, he says, to make it clear that, ?murder is never an option ? God 
allows us that choice, but it is never an option.?  
   
The sidewalk around him is crowded with fifty or more other protesters. There are men that walk with 5-foot 
signs picturing mutilated fetuses. One man is middle-aged, heavy in the front, balding on top, dressed in the 
manner of most middle-class dads on a Saturday morning ? khaki shorts, polo shirt, sneakers. He thrusts his 
sign aggressively left and right, making sure the unrecognizable bleeding tissue on it is seen and felt by all. 
Behind him are his four young children. His wife brings up the rear.  
   
Why did she bring her children here?  ?To show them what it means to stand for Jesus Christ.?  
   
Rev. Flip Benham is the Director of Operation Save America and Operation Rescue. Kneeling on the sidewalk, 
trying to stay out of the view of cops whose nod to order was insisting that people keep moving rather than 
completely blocking the walkway, he explained the mission. ?This is the church in the street. Where faith 
becomes biography.?  
   
This was the closing of Operation Save America?s week of activities in Columbus. It was Family Day in front of 
the women?s clinic. OSA came to Columbus to burn the Koran, a Pride flag, a copy of the Roe v. Wade decision. 
They came to ?burn those abominations? and call the ?nation to repentance.?   
   
Most of their events had been downtown, where media and foot traffic are easy to attract. Clintonville is six 
square miles on the far north-side of the City and has about 28,000 residents. It is eclectic, youthful and liberal, 
at least in relation to the nearby conservative suburbs. Asked why he brought their last event so far from 
downtown, Benham explains, ?This is an abortion mill ? we always have a presence here. So many moms can 
have a choice to choose life.?  
   
He starts to talk about ?sodomites? and ?homosexual agenda,? but we?re interrupted by Corey. Long blond hair, 
a little baby fat still on her cheeks and legs. Corey is 11 years old. Her mother pushes her toward the fence 
surrounding the clinic, ?tell the ladies what you have to say.?  
   
Corey gathers her wits, she sucks in a deep breath, ?Jesus loves you ladies and doesn?t what you to do this. 
This isn?t what God wants you to do.?  
   



Corey explains that she came ?all the way from Michigan to bear witness.? Quite a lot of responsibility at eleven.  
   
A converted ice cream truck circles by. Painted blood red, it?s emblazoned with huge images of aborted fetuses, 
scarred with epithets of hatred toward homosexuals, clinics, Muslims.  
  
***  
   
Families of a different ilk laid claim to the other side of the street. Although they seemed to have assembled 
spontaneously ? coming out for their own reasons after seeing the story on the news ? they were uniformly 
armed by the Religious Coalition for Reproductive Choice. The coalition handed out purple signs to the ad hoc 
group of protesters from the back of a pick-up truck: Pro-faith; Pro-family; Pro choice. Signs that both choice 
and religion are being defended on this sidewalk.  
   
   
Kelsey stands next to her mother, Jeanine, both holding signs and watching the action on the clinic-side of the 
street. They?re attractive, affluent women from Dublin, a nearby conservative suburb. Jeanine has fought for 
choice for a long time, ?I?m old enough that I remember when abortions were not legal. I can?t imagine ever 
going backward to that time. Women died because they wanted to have an abortion and I think that?s wrong.?  
   
Kelsey, a student at OSU, brought her mother to the protest, ?to make our voices heard and stand up for what 
we believe in.?  
   
Nearby, Bridget, from Forrest Park, stands next to her father. She?s holding a handmade ?Pregnant and Pro 
Choice? sign. She has always been pro-choice, in part, because her mother was severely Diabetic and an 
unplanned pregnancy could have killed her. ?I would never have an abortion myself. I?m pro-choice for 
everyone else.?  
   
Brenda and Kathleen talk quietly to each other in the midst of all the traffic and chanting. They are an unlikely 
pair brought together at this event ? Brenda is a pagan; Kathleen a Christian. Brenda is there to ?bring clarity 
that faith isn?t about hatred.? Religion also motivates Kathleen, ?I?m here because I?m a Unitarian Universalist 
and I believe we need to stand up for what is important to us. Everyone needs freedom to act in the way they 
feel is most responsible and I?m fine with [OSA] being there if that?s what their faith tells them to do, but my 
faith tells me I need to stand up for this side, too.?  
   
At this point, the confrontations at these events are almost scripted. Police stand by, the protesters break into 
their separate camps, volunteers stand watch over the clinic doors. Brenda, in a bright t-shirt with chunky letters 
identifying her as a clinic volunteer, says that they see a little bit of it every day. Volunteers come from a 
seminary to hold signs almost daily. One man offers to adopt any child if a woman will change her mind. ?But, if 
you?re secure in your choice, they?re not changing anyone?s mind,? she explained. You do have to be ready, 
though, to be ?called a murderer or a slut? just to exercise that choice.  
   
It could be fairly said that extremists on either side of any issue rarely sway opinions or change minds. So why 
do they do it when every rally ends the same way --  
   
The preacher?s voice drones on, the red truck circles by, more people pick up signs, and, on a cold bathroom 
floor or in a warm bed nearby, someone else entirely struggles with the real decision.   
  

 
Leigh is, well a lot of things, but perhaps most relevantly a freelance designer and writer, a business 
partner on the yellow brick road and an impolite conversationalist. She enjoys the view from a bike, 
bizarre conversations with strangers and, frankly, cake. Email her at emailleigh@aol.com or visit her on 
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